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C

ontrary to classical intuition, possession of an object carrying
quantum information does not guarantee that the holder can
extract a complete description. Although measurements may
provide partial access, they do not necessarily allow for a full reconstruction of the original quantum state. Wiesner realized that
such quantum properties might enable the design of a quantum
“bank note,” which is fundamentally immune to counterfeiting.
Recent extensions to Wiesner’s original “quantum money” protocol (1) have garnered significant interest (2–7). One particular
extension enables the authentication of quantum tokens via classical public communication with a trusted verifier (8). However,
to tolerate noise, the verification process must condone a certain
finite fraction of quantum bit (qubit failures); naturally, such a
relaxation of the verification process enhances the ability for a
dishonest user to forge quantum tokens. It is exactly this interplay
that we, here, seek to address, by focusing on a class of “quantum
token”-protocols that involve either direct physical or classicalcommunication verification of qubit memories.
Analysis
Quantum Ticket (Qticket). Our approach to quantum tokens ex-

tends the original quantum money primitive (1) by ensuring
tolerance to finite errors associated with encoding, storage and
decoding of individual quantum bits (qubits). We denote the
tokens within our first primitive as quantum tickets (qtickets);
each qticket is issued by the mint and consists of a unique serial
number and N component quantum states, ρ ¼ ⨂i ρi , where each
~ ¼ fjþi; j−i;
ρi is drawn uniformly at random from the set, Q
j þ ii; j − ii; j0i; j1ig, of polarization eigenstates of the Pauli spin
operators. The mint secretly stores a classical description of ρ,
distributed only among trusted verifiers. In order to redeem a
qticket, the holder physically deposits it with a trusted verifier,
who measures the qubits in the relevant basis. This verifier then
requires a minimum fraction, F tol , of correct outcomes in order
to authenticate the qticket; following validation, the only information returned by the verifier is whether the qticket has been
accepted or rejected.
The soundness of a qticket, i.e., the probability that an honest
user is successfully verified, depends crucially on the experimenwww.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1203552109

tal fidelities associated with single qubit encoding, storage, and
decoding. Thus, for a given qubit ρi , we define the map, M i , which
characterizes the overall fidelity, beginning with the mint’s encoding and ending with the verifier’s validation; the average channel
~
fidelity (9) is then given by, Fi ¼ 1∕jQj∑
ρi Tr½ρi M i ðρi Þ. With this
definition, the verification probability of an honest user is
ph ¼

1
Tr½Pacc MðρÞ ≥ 1 − e −NDðFexp ‖Ftol Þ ;
jQj ∑

[1]

ρ∈Q

~ ⊗N , Pacc represents the projector onto the subspace
where Q ¼ Q
of valid qtickets, M ¼ ⨂i M i , F exp ¼ 1∕N∑i F i is the per qubit
average experimental fidelity, and the relative entropy D is a
measure of distinguishability between two binary probability distributions. Crucially, so long as the average experimental fidelity
associated with single qubit processes is greater than the tolerance fidelity, an honest user is exponentially likely to be verified.
We consider each qubit in a qticket to be in one of six possible
states; no more than one bit of information may be extracted by
measuring the actual state, which is insufficient to recover the
original classical description (10). Producing counterfeits without
going through a classical description provides a more powerful
approach. However, optimal cloning results, which represent a
quantitative formulation of the celebrated no-cloning theorem
(11) provide tight restrictions on the quality of such “duplicates”
(12). Our security proof can be seen as an extension of these results; in particular, we demonstrate that any attempts to forge two
copies from a single qticket will lead at least one of the copies to
be sufficiently imperfect, ultimately yielding its rejection at the
hands of a trusted verifier.
To determine a tight security threshold, we consider the counterfeiting of a single qticket. For a given tolerance fidelity (F tol )
set by the verifiers, a qticket is only accepted if at least Ftol N
qubits are validated. In the event that a dishonest user attempts
to generate two qtickets from a single valid original, each must
contain a minimum of F tol N valid qubits to be authenticated.
As depicted in Fig. 1A, in order for each counterfeit qticket to
contain F tol N valid qubits, a minimum of ð2F tol − 1ÞN qubits
must have been perfectly cloned. Thus, for a set tolerance fidelity,
in order for a dishonest user to succeed, he or she must be able to
emulate a qubit cloning fidelity of at least 2F tol − 1. Crucially, so
long as this fidelity is above that achievable for optimal qubit
cloning (2∕3) (12), a dishonest user is exponentially unlikely to
succeed:
pd ¼

1
⊗2
Tr½Pacc
TðρÞ ≤ e −NDð2Ftol −1‖2∕3Þ ;
jQj ∑

[2]

ρ∈Q
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The realization of devices that harness the laws of quantum mechanics represents an exciting challenge at the interface of modern
technology and fundamental science. An exemplary paragon of the
power of such quantum primitives is the concept of “quantum
money” [Wiesner S (1983) ACM SIGACT News 15:78–88]. A dishonest holder of a quantum bank note will invariably fail in any counterfeiting attempts; indeed, under assumptions of ideal measurements and decoherence-free memories such security is guaranteed
by the no-cloning theorem. In any practical situation, however,
noise, decoherence, and operational imperfections abound. Thus,
the development of secure “quantum money”-type primitives
capable of tolerating realistic infidelities is of both practical and
fundamental importance. Here, we propose a novel class of such
protocols and demonstrate their tolerance to noise; moreover, we
prove their rigorous security by determining tight fidelity thresholds. Our proposed protocols require only the ability to prepare,
store, and measure single quantum bit memories, making their
experimental realization accessible with current technologies.
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We now discuss a specific realization of such an approach, the
classical verification quantum ticket (cv-qticket), and demonstrate its robustness against noise and operational imperfections.
In contrast to the case of bare qtickets, a cv-qticket holder will be
expected to answer challenge questions and hence to measure
qubits himself. Our treatment will contemplate the possibility of
a dishonest holder participating simultaneously in multiple remote verifications, which could in principle offer the counterfeiter an additional advantage with respect to the qticket scenario; in
particular, certain measurement strategies, which may be chosen
posterior to receiving a set of challenge questions, may yield an
increased likelihood for multiple successful authentications.
One example of a cv-qticket framework utilizes as a building
block a set of eight possible two-qubit product states, each consisting of two polarization eigenstates (one along X and the other
along Z):
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Fig. 1. (A) Depicts the pigeonhole type argument that is utilized in the proof
of qticket soundness. For a tolerance fidelity F tol, a qticket is only successfully
authenticated if it contains at least F tol N valid qubits. However, for two counterfeit qtickets, not all valid qubits must coincide. The minimum number of
perfectly cloned qubits enabling both qtickets to be accepted is ð2F tol − 1ÞN.
(B) Depicts the quantum retrieval type situation envisioned for cv-qtickets.
For two verifiers asking complementary “challenge” questions, the optimal
strategy is for the user to measure in an intermediate
basis. Such a strategy
pﬃﬃ
cv ¼ 1þ1∕ 2.
saturates the tolerance threshold, F tol
2

where T represents any completely positive trace preserving
(CPTP) qticket counterfeiting map. To ensure 2F tol − 1 > 2∕3,
the tolerance fidelity must be greater than 5∕6, which is precisely
the average fidelity of copies produced by an optimal qubit
cloning map (12). In certain cases, an adversary may be able to
sequentially engage in multiple verification rounds; however, the
probability of successfully validating counterfeited qtickets grows
at most quadratically in the number of such rounds, and hence,
the likelihood of successful counterfeiting can remain exponentially small even for polynomially large numbers of verifications.
Rigorous statement and proofs of these claims are published as
SI Text available online.
Classic Verification Qticket (CV-Qticket). Our previous discussion of
qtickets assumed that such tokens are physically transferable to
trusted verifiers (e.g., concert tickets); however, in many situations, this assumption of physical deposition may either be impossible or undesirable. Recently, it has been shown (8) that it
remains possible, even remotely, for a holder to prove the validity
of a token by responding to a set of “challenge” questions; these
questions can only be successfully answered by measuring an
authentic token. Core to this approach, is to ensure that the
challenge questions reveal no additional information about the
quantum state of the token. The holder of a valid token should
be capable of answering any single challenge question correctly
yet be restricted to an exponentially small probability of satisfactorily answering two of them.

S ¼ fj0; þi; j0; −i; j1; þi; j1; −i; jþ; 0i; j−; 0i; jþ; 1i; j−; 1ig:
These states constitute a minimal set with the following properties: (1) Only preparation and measurement of qubit states is
required. (2) Each state enables the deterministic answering of
either of two complementary challenge questions (for example,
a request to measure both X polarizations or both Z polarizations), thus, automatically ensuring soundness in the case of perfect experimental fidelity. (3) When attempting to use the state to
answer two complementary pchallenges
from independent veriﬃﬃﬃ
fiers, on average, only 1 þ 1∕ 2 of replies is correct; thus allowing
a dishonest user to emulate
pﬃﬃﬃ an experimental fidelity (per qubit) of
no more than 1∕2 þ 1∕ 8 ≈ 0.85 with respect to each verifier.
We then envision each cv-qticket to consist of n blocks, each
containing r qubit pairs, and thus, a total of n × r × 2 qubits; as
before, each of the qubit pairs is chosen uniformly at random
from S. A challenge question consists of requesting the holder
to measure each block (of qubits) along a basis chosen randomly
among either X or Z; naturally, as depicted in Table 1, a valid
qubit pair (within a block) is one in which the holder correctly
answers the orientation for the particular qubit (within the pair)
that was prepared along the questioned basis. For a given tolercv , an overall answer will only be deemed correct
ance threshold F tol
cv r orientations within each of the n blocks are found
if at least F tol
valid. The motivation for taking blocks of 2r qubits is to exponentially suppress the probability
that a counterfeiter provides more
pﬃﬃﬃ
cv r > ð1 þ 1∕ 2Þr correct answers among two complethan 2F tol
mentary challenge blocks. In turn, because any two verifiers
choose the questions for each block independently and at random, the probability that there exist no complementary blocks
scales exponentially with the number of blocks as 2 −n . By contrast, if one were to dismiss this block structure, an adversary
would be p
able
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ to emulate a larger average experimental fidelity
(3∕4 þ 1∕ 32 ≈ 0.93) by choosing a measurement basis for each
pair dependent on whether the corresponding requests are coinciding or complementary.
By analogy to the qticket case, honest users are exponentially
cv
; in particular, because
likely to be verified so long as F exp > F tol

Table 1. Verification of a single cv-qticket. Here, we consider a cv-qticket with n ¼ 2 and r ¼ 4,
totaling eight qubit pairs and F tol ¼ 3∕4 (for illustrative purposes only). The prepared qubit-pairs
are chosen at random, as are the bank’s requested measurement bases (for each block). The
holder’s answer has at most, a single error
pﬃﬃﬃ per block, which according to F tol ¼ 3∕4 is allowed.
Secure cv-qtickets require F tol > 1∕2 þ 1∕ 8 and a larger number of constituent qubits
Prepare
B:Ask
H:Answer
Correct block

j−; 0i

j0; þi

0,0
✓

0,1
✓

j0; þi

j0; þi

jþ; 1i

1,1
✓

0,1
✓

−,+
✓

+,−
✓

Z

B:Result
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j1; þi
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✓

X
✓

j−; 0i

j1; þi

−,+
✓

+,−
×

Verified
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there now exist n blocks of qubits, each of which can be thought of
as an individual qticket (with r qubits),
cv

[3]

The proof of cv-qticket security is based upon a generalized formalism of quantum retrieval games (8, 13), in combination with a
generalized Chernoff–Hoeffding
pﬃﬃﬃ bound (14) (details in SI Text).
cv
> 1∕2 þ 1∕ 8, a dishonest user is exponentially
So long as Ftol
unlikely to be authenticated by two
pﬃﬃﬃ independent verifiers. Interestingly, the threshold 1∕2 þ 1∕ 8 corresponds exactly to that
achievable by either covariant qubit cloning (15) or by measurement in an intermediate basis (Fig. 1B), suggesting that both such
strategies may be optimal (16). Similar to the qticket case, one
finds that a dishonest user is exponentially likely to fail:
 2
pﬃﬃ
cv
v
ð1∕2 þ e −rDðFtol ‖1∕2þ1∕ 8Þ Þ n ;
[4]
pdcv ≤
2
where v represents the number of repeated verification attempts.
We note that the factor of ð2vÞ 2 results from a combinatorial statement accounting for the possibility of choosing which challenge
question to answer first and then waiting for feedback from the
verifier. Thus,
pﬃﬃﬃ socvlong as the hierarchy of fidelities is such that
< F exp , it is possible to prove both soundness
1∕2 þ 1∕ 8 < F tol
and security of the cv-qtickets protocol (see SI Text for rigorous
statement and proofs).
Applications. Next, we consider applications of the above primi-

tives to practically relevant protocols. For instance, one might
imagine a composite cv-qticket that allows for multiple verification rounds while also ensuring that the token cannot be split into
two independently valid subparts (8). Such a construction may
be used to create a quantum-protected credit card. Indeed, the
classical communication that takes place with the issuer (bank) to
verify the cv-qticket (via challenge questions) may be intentionally publicized to a merchant who needs to be convinced of the
card’s validity. By contrast to modern credit card implementations, such a quantum credit card would be unforgeable and
hence immune to fraudulent charges (Fig. 2A).
An alternate advantage offered by the qticket framework is
evinced in the case where verifiers may not possess a secure communication channel with each other. Consider, for example, a dishonest user who seeks to copy multiple concert tickets, enabling
his henchmen to enter at different checkpoint gates. A classical
solution would involve gate verifiers communicating amongst one
another to ensure that each ticket serial number is only allowed
entry a single time; however, as shown in Fig. 2B, such a safeguard
can be overcome in the event that communication has been
severed. By contrast, a concert ticket based upon the proposed
qticket primitive would be automatically secure against such a
scenario; indeed, the security of qtickets is guaranteed even when
verifiers are assumed to be isolated. Such isolation may be especially useful for applications involving quantum identification
tokens, where multiple verifiers may exist who are either unable
or unwilling to communicate with one another.
Discussion
Although quantum primitives have been the subject of tremendous theoretical interest, their practical realization demands robustness in the face of realistic imperfections. Our above analysis
demonstrates that such noise tolerance can be achieved for
certain classes of unforgeable quantum tokens. Moreover, the
derived tolerance thresholds are remarkably mild and suggest
that proof of principle experiments are currently accessible in
systems ranging from trapped ions (17, 18) and superconducting
devices (19, 20) to solid-state spins (21–25). In particular, recent
advances on single nuclear spins situated in a compact roomPastawski et al.

B

Fig. 2. (A) Depicts the possibility of using the cv-qticket framework to
implement a quantum-protected credit card. Unlike its classical counterpart,
the quantum credit card would naturally be unforgeable, preventing thieves
from being able to simply copy credit card information and perform remote
purchases. (B) Depicts a dishonest user who attempts to copy a concert qticket (e.g., same serial number), enabling his friend to enter at an alternate
checkpoint gate. Naively, each verifier can communicate with one another
to prevent such abusive ticket cloning. However, such a safeguard can be
overcome in the event that the communication among verifiers is either
unsecured, unavailable, or severed (possibly by the dishonest user himself).
The qticket is exempt from this type of attack because security is guaranteed
even in the case of isolated verifiers.

temperature solid have demonstrated that ultralong storage times
can be attained in combination with high fidelity initialization and
readout (24); such advances suggest that quantum devices based
upon single qubit quantum memories may be both practical and
realistically feasible.
Although our analysis has focused on describing a primitive
based upon single tokens, natural extensions to the case of multiple identical quantum tokens open up the possibility of even more
novel applications. In particular, as detailed in the SI Text, it is
possible to extend our threshold results to the case where c identical copies of the quantum token are issued. In this case, to ensure that the production of c þ 1 valid tokens is exponentially
improbable, the required threshold fidelity must be greater than
1
. The existence of such multiple identical tokens can
1 − ðcþ1Þðcþ2Þ
provide a certain degree of anonymity for users and could be
employed in primitives such as quantum voting. A crucial question that remains is whether a rigorous proof of anonymity can be
obtained in a noisy environment. Furthermore, our proposed
quantum tokens can also be seen as a basic noise tolerant building
block for implementing more advanced application schemes;
such schemes can range from novel implementations of quantum
key distribution (16, 26,–28) based upon physical qubit transport
to complex one-time-entry identification cards. Beyond these
specific applications, a number of scientific avenues can be
explored, including for example, understanding whether an interplay between computational assumptions and quantum memories
can yield fundamentally new approaches to encryption.
Appendix
We now outline the proof for the security of the qticket protocol
that is fully developed in the online SI Text. First, the claim in
Eq. 2 is restated in terms of an equivalent one, which averages
over the set of all pure product states instead of over Q. This
reformulation is achieved by invoking the three-design property
~ i.e., the fact that degree three polynomials in the
for the set Q,
~ or over all possible
state may equivalently be averaged over Q
pure qubit states. An explicit expression for Pacc is used to show
that the security statement has degree three in each component.
We then bound the average cloning probability for the set of
k-qubit pure product states by ð2∕3Þ k , following the lines of
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phcv ≥ ð1 − e −rDðFexp ‖Ftol Þ Þ n :

A

the original proof of optimal cloning by Werner (12). This bound
can be seen as limiting the possibility of positively correlating the
successful cloning of different components. From this hypothesis,
a generalized Chernoff bound (14) applicable to (possibly) dependent random variables allows us to infer the validity of Eq. 2.
Finally, the security with respect to v consecutive verification attempts, allowing for an adaptive counterfeiting strategy, is bound
in terms of the situation of Eq. 2, where a map on a single qticket
produces two counterfeits. In particular, we sum over the possible
verification outcomes containing at least two positive replies and
grouping these into ð2vÞ disjoint scenarios. In turn, by fixing the
initial verifier replies of each scenario, the adaptive counterfeiting strategy can be reinterpreted as a counterfeiting map.
We now sketch the security proof for cv-qtickets. Abstractly,
cv-qtickets consist of a set of randomly produced states and
requested challenge questions on these states. The formalism
of quantum retrieval games (QRGs) specifically models this
scenario (8, 13), allowing one to bound the probability with which
optimal strategies can provide correct answers. This framework is
presented in a largely self-contained manner because its generality and potential make it of independent interest. Using only the
basic definitions for QRGs and some simple properties, we prove
that, on average, given a state randomly chosen from S, and the
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